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Abstract: This report is an introduction to the ESSLLI‘99 workshop with the same title. The workshop RLMG has been devoted to connecting the linguistic use of resource
logics and categorial grammar to minimalist grammars and related generative grammars.
Minimalist grammars are relatively recent, and although they stem from a long tradition of
work in transformational grammar, they are largely informal apart from a few research papers. The study of resource logics, on the other hand, is formal and stems naturally from a
long logical tradition. So although there appear to be promising connections between these
traditions, there is at this point a rather thin intersection between them. The papers in this
workshop are consequently rather diverse, some addressing general similarities between the
two traditions, and others concentrating on a thorough study of a particular point. Nevertheless they succeed in convincing us of the continuing interest of studying and developing the
relationship between the minimalist program and resource logics. This introduction reviews
some of the basic issues and prior literature.
Key-words: Logic, Computational Linguistics, Generative grammar, Categorial grammar
(Résumé : tsvp)

This is a slightly revised version of the introduction to the workshop Resource Logics and Minimalist
grammars of the European Summer School in Logic Language and Information, Utrecht, August 99. It is
part of the workshop handout and ESSLLI CD-ROM, distributed by the Fundation of Logic, Language and
Information, Amsterdam.
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Logiques des Ressources et Grammaires Minimalistes
Résumé : Ce rapport est une introduction à la rencontre du même nom organisée dans le
cadre d’ESSLLI‘99. Cette rencontre avait pour objectif d’approfondir le lien entre d’une
part les grammaires catégorielles et leurs logiques des ressources, et, d’autre part les grammaires génératives dont les récentes grammaires minimalistes. À part quelques articles
de recherche, ces dernières grammaires sont encore peu formalisées, bien qu’elles s’apparentent aux grammaires transformationnelles. À l’opposé, l’étude des logiques des ressources est très formelle, puisqu’ancrée dans la tradition syntaxique de la logique. Bien que
le rapprochement de ces deux traditions semble très prometteur, il est encore peu développé;
conséquemment les contributions présentées durant cette rencontre étaient assez variées:
certaines ont traité de la convergence des deux approches d’une manière toute générale,
tandis que d’autres l’ont abordée à travers l’étude exhaustive d’une question précise. Tous
les articles ont néanmoins réussi à nous convaincre qu’il faut approfondir et étendre les
correspondances entre le programme minimaliste et les logiques des ressources. La présentation que nous donnons ici rappelle, sur la base de travaux antérieurs à la rencontre, les
enjeux de cette convergence et les notions impliquées.
Mots-clé : Logique, Linguistique Informatique, Grammaires Génératives, Grammaires
Catégorielles
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1 The interest of a convergence
What would be the interest of a convergence between resource logical investigations of
language and the minimalist tradition of transformational grammar? On the one hand, we
might expect that the formal nature of the resource logic tradition might prompt a better
formal understanding of minimalist grammar, and with this better understanding we might
obtain insight into computational questions and models of human language processing. The
computation of a parse may be regarded as the demonstration of a theorem, in a context
where we can study a broad range of results relating to syntactic analysis (parsing), semantics, learning and generation. Theorem proving techniques, type unification and other
algorithms studied in resource logic may apply here.
The generative grammar tradition may also benefit from the resource logic setting by
obtaining a good, formal connection with formal semantic proposals that quite directly relate to the Montague tradition. In the resource logic description of syntax, this so-called
Montague semantics is really close to syntactic structure (this “semantics” is nothing but a
reference calculus and therefore according to the generative approach is more syntax than
semantics). This enables in resource logics fairly simple computation of semantic representations (or reference structure) of an utterance, which up to now is not that clear in the
generative tradition.
A connection with minimalist grammar might bring to the resource-logical tradition a
host of new linguistic ideas and possibly also formal problems. In resource-logical grammars, it would be interesting to explore, for example, what the principles and notions of universal grammar correspond to, and whether there are better explanations of cross-linguistic
variations.

2 Some basic points of convergence
Lambek noticed that if we add hypothetical reasoning to the classical categorial grammar of
Ajdukiewicz and Bar-Hillel, we obtain a kind of propositional calculus with a directionally
sensitive implication, where the structural rules (permutation, contraction, thinning) are
suspended [50].
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And in linear logic [30, 31], substructural logics lacking the structural rules have received
systematic study. In these logics, the constituents of an expression act like resources: they
may be consumed and produced in the course of a proof.
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This is easy to explain by analogy with automata or Petri nets, as explained in [93]. In

 cannot
the presence of contraction or thinning (a.k.a. weakening), an implication




be viewed as a transition changing the state, since from and
one can deduce



but also and :
still holds, i.e. has not been consumed: classical and intuitionistic
logic handle eternal truths which are sempiternally reusable. Thinning is less problematic:


it simply says that some resources may vanish: if a state change
requires to

yield , it may also apply when other resources, say , are present, but may lead to

only, and not to and . The rejection of the exchange rule turns our resources into a
linearly ordered set, instead of a plain set. Although this might not be adequate for various
resource sensitive systems, it is clearly a good idea for linguistic resources which follow the
utterances consisting of linearly ordered elements. 1
Rewrite grammars also consume and produce categories in the course of a derivation,
but these systems are even further from logic than classical categorial grammar is, in that
the resources of rewrite grammars (i.e. the categories) are simple atoms. Context free
grammars and simpler systems are inappropriate for the description of human languages
[13], and rather than simply ascending the Chomsky hierarchy to more expressive rewrite
grammars, linguists proposed special formalisms: transformational grammars, tree adjoining grammars, and later, unification-based constraint grammars, and other systems. All of
these systems adopt the categorial insight that the categories, and even the categories of the
simplest lexical items, have structure. This allows a simplification in the generative rules:
different categories which are “structurally similar” in some sense can be treated similarly
by the generative mechanisms.
The simplification of the generative mechanisms is taken to an extreme in theories of
“government and binding,” and even more so in certain recent “minimalist” proposals of
the transformational tradition in syntax [14]. In these recent minimalist proposals, two
other assumptions of the categorial tradition are adopted: first, the generative mechanisms
are assumed to be simple and universal (i.e. all language variation is lexical), and second,
the languages are generated from lexical resources. In sum, we have these four points of
convergence:







 



1. complex expressions: The structures over which generative rules are defined are
complex (structured categories, or trees labeled with features).
2. generative: Languages are generated from lexical resources by rather simple, perhaps universal, generative rules (the axioms of resource logics, the structure building
rules of grammar).
1
A total order may be too strong, e.g. for handling relatively free word orders, or for modeling simultaneous
modifier/modified phrase in sign languages
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3. resource driven: Generative rules are triggered by some feature of the structure to
which they applies; the trigger is “checked” or “deleted” from the result.
4. lexical resources: The resources of the grammar are fundamentally lexical, and language variation is either included in a set of postulate or purely lexical
It is perhaps worth mentioning that in derivational, resource-based perspectives, proofs and
derivations are naturally represented by graphs. Graph-theoretic perspectives have played
an important practical and theoretical role in the development of these formalisms. (The
action of a constraint or filter does not lend itself so easily to simple graph representations.)
The minimalist grammars have many other properties that are not prominent in the resource logic/categorial tradition: heavy use of phonetically empty structures; trans-derivational
filters on the generated set of expressions; semantic values specified in a post-hoc, often
non-compositional fashion (if at all); and perhaps most notably, no hypothetical reasoning.
Without hypothetical reasoning, minimalist grammars are unlike Lambek grammars and
other logics for which deduction and completeness theorems can be established. 2 Lambek’s proposal that introducing hypothetical reasoning allows grammars that are not only
mathematically more natural – “complete” in a certain sense – but also formally simpler
and semantically natural, has been advocated by [63, 62, 65] and others, and continues to
receive serious attention.

2

In a logic with an implication
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3 Background: some brief remarks
3.1 Resource logics
The non-associative and associative Lambek calculi respectively introduced in 1958 [50]
and 1961 [51] by Joachim Lambek can be given in the following forms:
Non-associative Lambek calculus, NL
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denotes a context with a hole.

Associative Lambek calculus, L

 

is obtained from NL above by forgetting the
i.e. the binary-tree structure on hypotheses; consequently it handles sequences of hypotheses.
These calculi may be used as a grammar as follows.

 




The lexicon provides each word
with several types
built form a finite number of atomic categories, one being a dis category
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tinguished
, the start symbol (as in  classical
categorial
grammars);
a sequence of
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words
is a sentence whenever
such that






*   that for some bracketing
—  or such
of the formula
one has

 
for NL.
From a logical point of view, these calculi are “perfect,” i.e. they enjoy numerous good
properties: the cut-elimination and sub-formula property (which make parsing decidable)
complete truth value semantics, and denotational semantics (bi-modules) for . Furthermore the relation to rewrite grammar is by now rather clear [69, 92, 91]. (For more details
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on mathematical aspects the reader is referred to Buszkowski survey [10].) Nevertheless
these calculi remained far from other logics until the 1980’s, mainly because they are resource sensitive (lacking contraction and weakening) and also non-commutative. They are
also intuitionistic, but this is more standard, especially in computational logic.
The revival of interest in these calculi is mainly due to advances in logic. First van Benthem and Moortgat enriched them with modalities and used techniques from modal logic
[94, 96, 63] and also [65] with a slightly different approach. Nevertheless the relation to
other logics, in particular with intuitionistic logic and classical logic has only been clarified
with the invention of linear logic by Girard [30]: the full power of intuitionistic logic is recovered by modalities which restore (and control) the so called structural rules of weakening
and contraction. The embedding into intuitionistic logic is especially important since that
is the very reason for the simple interface with Montague semantics where semantic recipes
are proofs in intuitionistic logic [26]. Furthermore linear logic enables the consideration of
various extensions which can be used for syntactic analysis: systems mixing commutative
and non-commutative connectives, and the proof net syntax which is discussed below.
The general setting in Multi-Modal Categorial Grammar pursues the idea of Lambek
that word behavior is encoded by logical formulas. Since there is now a survey [63] by
Moortgat as well as a book by Morrill [65], we shall not give much detail. The base logic
is non-associative Lambek calculus NL of [51] in which hypotheses are even more structured than a total order: they are provided with a binary tree. This calculus enjoys the same
properties as the Lambek calculus and is even decidable in polynomial time — [1] showed
it for product free NL, and recently de Groote [25] extended the result to full NL. As the
associative calculus is already too restrictive for linguistic purposes, this “base logic” is extended in two related directions. One extensionconsists in allowing several similar modes
  and      where the subscript 

of compositions
at the same time, for example
or indicates where the head lies. The other consists in enriching the logic by modalities,
or unary connectives, used in pairs; one forms a compound which can only be open by the
other. An important ingredient of multimodal categorial grammars is the use of postulates
which rule the behavior of each modality with respect to binary connectives and to other
modalities. Such postulates enable a controlled used of structural properties (like associativity), and there exist faithful embeddings between this family of systems [48]. A pleasant
linguistic property of MMCG is that the base logic can be viewed as the universal way
for assembling constituents while the use of modalities in lexical entries and above all the
postulates ruling structural interactions express some language specific properties.
Linear logic was a priori not designed for linguistic purposes, but for proof theoretical
and computational reasons as explained in Girard’s original paper [30] and subsequent ones
[32, 31]. In a sense, it is a way to combine the “constructive” behavior of intuitionistic
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logic and the symmetry of classical logic. The constructive aspect of intuitionistic logic
can be seen for instance in the Curry-Howard isomorphism between functional programs
and intuitionistic proofs; on the other hand the symmetry of classical logic is reflected the
de Morgan laws and the involutive negation. But formally, the restriction is quite simple:
one obtains the intuitionistic subcalculus of a given classical calculus by requiring that there
is always, in the course of a derivation, exactly one conclusion, i.e. one formula on the right
of . For more details on the proof theoretical relations between classical and intuitionistic
logic, the reader is referred to e.g. [33]. We can say informally that intuitionistic logic is
intimately related to the asymmetric relation between function and argument (trees, terms),
while classical logic is more concerned with symmetric relations, or graphs.
The computational study of intuitionistic logic led to linear logic via the discovery, in
the framework of denotational semantics, that intuitionistic implication corresponds to two

operations: one unary connective, an exponential modality, which makes the resource



used unbounded , and the other is an implication which consumes it
— which




denotes both
and
of the Lambek notation. A major outcome of this embedding
of intuitionistic logic into linear logic is for instance the local and optimal implementation
of -reduction — which can be used for e.g. computing semantic recipes.
The absence of structural rules enables the consideration of non-commutative restrictions of linear logic, first introduced by Abrusci and Yetter [2, 100]. For instance one can
rediscover the Lambek calculus as being exactly intuitionistic multiplicative linear logic
[2, 82, 49, 76]. Non-commutative linear logic proofs, i.e. parse structures, can be viewed
as linear logic proofs, even when the proof is lifted to the corresponding semantical types.
And using the embedding of intuitionistic logic into linear logic, semantical -terms which
by Curry-Howard isomorphism are intuitionistic proofs, can also be viewed as linear logic proofs. Thus, both the semantic homomorphic image of the syntactic analysis and the
semantic recipes are linear logic proofs, and using cut elimination between the semantics
of the words and the “lifted” syntactic analysis one can compute the semantic recipe of an
utterance. [26].
The flexibility of linear logic, where logical operations are reduced to very basic ones,
also enables variations which may be useful for linguistic description. For instance one can
have at the same time commutative and non-commutative connectives. The first way was
to introduce a single non-commutative connective which is self-dual [75, 77]. The second
way introduced by de Groote and subsequently enriched by Ruet, Abrusci, Demaille resembles the multimodal approach: one has at the same time the Lambek connectives and
the commutative linear connectives, with structural rules linking the two — nevertheless it
is less powerful, because it is still decidable, and does not involve structural modalities or
postulates [24, 83, 6, 23]. There also exists a classical calculus with a left and a right nega-
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tion [2], with ways to introduce modalities enabling displacement [3], or more sophisticated
behaviors. Although these systems have not been used in linguistic applications, they may
well be, since one often requires additional mechanisms.
A great outcome of the linear logic already used in linguistics is its natural syntax,
the so-called proof nets [30, 31, 93, 5, 49, 76, 80]. A proof-net represents a proof as a
graph, which consists of two parts: the subformula tree of the formula it proves, plus some
edges linking dual atoms called axioms. These axioms are the representation of resource
)
consumption at the level of elementary resources. Of course not all such graphs
can be
)
proofs, otherwise as soon as a formula would have as many positive atoms as negative
ones it would be provable! So one has a correctness criterion, usually a graph theoretical
property to define the subclass of these graphs which are proof-nets. And out of this, proofnormalization, semantics, . . . are incredibly easy to establish. Above all, proof-nets are
closer to proofs than ordinary sequent calculus proofs or natural deduction: commutations
of rule applications are equated.
If the categorial paradigm of and proof net parsing-as-deduction brings us closer to the
intuitive notion of proof, one might expect some new linguistic perspectives to be revealed,
and this is already happening. One of the first uses was the use of the calculus of Pomset logic (linear logic plus a non-commutative self-dual connectives): Lecomte and Retoré [56, 57]
defined a grammar which associates a partial proof-net (and not just a formula) with each
lexical item. This way they are able to describe some phenomena which hitherto fell out
of the scope of categorial grammars (relatively free word order, clitics,. . . ) and to encode
Tree-Adjoining Grammars [72]. The proof nets may also reveal linguistically and psychologically significant properties of constructions. For example, using proof nets Johnson [40]
obtained measures of the instantaneous complexity of center-embedded constructions, and
this work has been pursued by Morrill [66] to catch other phenomena.
It is a pity that linear logic enjoys the perfect symmetries of classical linear logic, an
involutive negation and de Morgan laws, while all that has been done for linguistic purposes
relies on the intuitionistic fragment of linear logic. There is nevertheless an exception to
this, namely the Pomset calculus which needs a classical setting, [77, 56] but still reveals,
inside the particular proof nets which are used, a privileged conclusion. So the part of the
logic used for the grammar is in some sense intuitionistic as well, and in the subsequent
papers authors reduced the logic to this intuitionistic-like calculus [57]. There may be
good reason for doing so. One is sociological: intuitionistic calculi basically correspond to
functions leading from several arguments to a single result, or put differently, they handle
tree structures, which are the standard way to depict parse structure. But it may as well be a
property of linguistic interaction to never be symmetric. For instance Kayne [47] suggests
such properties.
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Nevertheless, as is usually the case, richer structures enable the proof of results that
would be ignored otherwise, as for example, in proving properties of natural numbers using
real numbers. The use of proof-nets (naturally classical) for establishing properties of an intuitionistic calculus (for instance the Lambek calculus) is for us totally similar. For instance,
although they use a natural deduction presentation for simplicity 3 , the account of Stabler’s
minimalist grammars [86] (introduced in the next section) in the plain Lambek calculus given by Lecomte and Retoré in [58] is clearly a by product of the study of proof-nets and their
paths. Similarly the work of Joshi, Kulick, and Kurtonina [41, 42] on Partial Proof-Trees as
building blocks of a categorial grammar, using TAG-like operations, resemble construction
in proof nets of [72, 57], although they also use natural deduction.

3.2 Minimalist grammar
The “minimalist” grammar introduced by Chomsky [14] differs from the prior tradition in
transformational grammar in a number of respects. We will very roughly indicate just some
of these here. Deep structure is eliminated; rather than applying movement operations to
a fully constructed “deep structure,” move and merge both apply in the course of building
the initial clause structure. This structure is built from a “numeration” or multiset of lexical
items, where each lexical item is a set of features, and the derivation is required to meet
various “economy conditions.” Lexical features may be strong or weak, and they may
be interpretable or non-interpretable, with different consequences for the configurations
in which they are “checked.” In the recent work [15], Chomsky attempts to locate the
strong/weak distinction in PF/LF interface requirements, and he assumes that “covert” and
“overt” movement operations apply in the same cycle.
In a series of papers Stabler, Cornell and others have formalized a simplified version of
some of these proposals in a way that brings us close to the connection with resource logic.
In this system, the language is the closure of a finite lexicon under the structure building
rules, where each element of the lexicon is just a sequence of features, and the structure
building operations are merge and move defined as follows: 4
3
In the intuitionistic case natural deduction is very similar to proof-net syntax; but as soon as the product is
used, still a single proof-net correspond to several natural deductions.
4
The literature considers a number of variations of this framework. For example, the particular account of
feature-checking offered here differs slightly from the ones proposed in earlier work – this adjustment is made
to bring the formal framework slightly closer to informal proposals in the field.
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f, F
+f, +F
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properties

examples
(D,N,V,A,. . . ,case,agr,. . . ,
some,every,student,. . . )

X0 movement triggers
XP movement triggers
theta requirements

( v, V,. . . )
(+case, +CASE,. . . )
( d, c,. . . )




The lexicon is a finite set of finite sequences of these features. Here, the upper case
features are “strong,” triggering the overt movement of phonetic material, while lower case
features trigger movements that leave all phonetic material behind. The unmarked upper
case features, the “properties,” are “interpretable,” and will not be deleted in the course of
the derivation.
Linguistic expressions are ordered trees, and so we regard the lexical items as 1-node
trees labeled by these sequences of features. In complex trees, the leaves are labeled by
(possibly empty) features sequences, and internal nodes are decorated by an order symbol
or which “points” toward the head of the phrase. For example, a determiner phrase
might have a structure like this:






<
d the

n idea

 

A “maximal projection” is a maximal subtree with a given head. The set of expressions
is the set of trees of this kind, and then the structure building rules are maps from tuples of
this set into this set. We will present examples to illustrate the two rules; formal definitions
 
and in the
  prior literature.

are already in other papers in this workshop
The structure building rule:
has two cases: (i) A simple
head attaches its first constituent on the right, in complement position (perhaps deleting
matching features, if any); (ii) A complex expression can merge with other trees, attaching
them in specifier position (perhaps deleting matching features, if any).














<
d d V kisses




D Pierre



d V kisses

D Pierre

>
D Marie

<
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D Pierre

D Marie

V kisses

<
D Pierre
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.%  checking
   features,

This rule
applies freely (perhaps
when possible).
 the
  other hand. is triggered.by
% a
The structure building rule:
, on
+ or feature, and checks all matching features. Unlike
which applies freely,
only applies when triggered by + or feature on the head of the root of the tree, and it
checks all matching features. This rule has four cases: overt head movement, covert head
movement, overt phrasal movement, and covert phrasal movement – which case applies
depends on the triggering feature. The cases of overt head movement and overt phrasal
movement, respectively, are illustrated below. The covert operations are identical, except
that the phonetic material is left behind (as we will see in the example derivation below).












<


V AgrO

<
>


D Marie

V kisses

<

V kisses

>

>
AgrO D Marie

D Pierre

<
D Pierre

>
WH D who<

<
+WH C >

C >

WH D who<
V kisses

<
D Pierre

.% 

V kisses

D Pierre

The domain of
is restricted by various constraints: the “shortest move condition”
(SMC) and others which will be discussed below.
For an example derivation, consider the following lexicon:
case D Pierre
case D Marie
d d V kisses
c d V believes








v +case AgrO
agrO T
vT
t +CASE agrS
agrS C

From this lexicon, with 12 rule applications, we can derive a structure in which all
features except c are checked, as follows:
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1. after the 2 merges shown above:

>
case D Marie

<

V kisses

2. lexical:

case D Pierre

v +case AgrO

3. merge(2,1):

<
v +case AgrO


>

case D Marie

<

V kisses

4. move(3):

case D Pierre

<
>


(V)

>

+case AgrO

case D Marie

<

V kisses

case D Pierre

(SMC1) Assuming that a (c)overt head with adjoined elements can (c)overtly attract across a
specifier position.
5. move(4):

>
(Pierre)


(V)

<

>

>

AgrO case D Marie

<

V kisses

6. lexical:

D Pierre

agrO T

7. merge(6,5):


<
agrO T
(Pierre)


(V)

>

>
<
>

AgrO case D Marie
V kisses

...
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15. move:

<








(V)

>

>

> C

D Marie

> (AgrS)

> (T)
(AgrO)
(V)







<

>

<

> AgrS

>


> (T)


(AgrO) (V)

>

> T (Pierre)
(AgrO)


<
>

(V) AgrO
V kisses

>
<
D Pierre

“Sentences” are the derived structures with root C and no outstanding requirements, so this
is a derivation of the sentence Marie kisses Pierre. The structure of the whole derivation
of Marie kisses Pierre can be depicted by a tree that just shows the rule applications, as
follows:



move

"



merge
C move
move





merge


AgrS move
merge





T move
move





merge




AgrO merge
Marie merge
kissed

Pierre



Notice that the feature checking done by the merge and move steps to leave only in this
kind of grammar looks quite a lot like the use of “application” steps in categorial grammar
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to leave only . In the Gentzen formulation of the Lambek calculus presented above, effects
  and   rules.
of the application steps of categorial grammar are obtained with the

4 Syntax in resource logics and minimalism:
looking for universals
One distinction that recent minimalist proposals inherit from the past four decades of work
in the transformational tradition is the programmatic assumption that human languages have
special properties; that some of these properties are distinctively linguistic, the “linguistic
universals”; and that some of these linguistic universals are distinctively syntactic. With this
assumption, one expects that human languages are definable in a formalism with limited
expressive power, that human language processing mechanisms are specialized for these
grammars, and that human language acquisition is keyed to the patterns definable by these
grammars.
If generative linguistics is concerned with language universals, one can also say that
resource logic is intended to discover logical and computational universals, viewed as elementary logical operations. This can be viewed in the highly computational perspective
in which these logics are situated, and also in the atomistic fragmentation of ordinary logic
— which captures the traditional deductive operations as compounds. For instance, as we
have seen, linear logic restores the options of contraction and weakening of intuitionistic or
classical logic by means of modalities. Furthermore, if resource logic lives up to its claim of
providing a canonical description of elementary computational processes, one might expect
a logical account of whatever computations enter into human language processing. In this
respect, though, the traditional tools of formal language theory are still the more useful.
For example, Michaelis [60] has shown that the languages definable in Stabler’s minimalist grammars MGs are included in the class of languages defined by context free rewrite
systems [99] and by multiple context free grammars MCFGs [84]. 5 These languages are
known to be efficiently recognizable. Seki et al. provide a simple chart-based parsing algorithm, and a method with improved worst-case performance is provided by [67].
We do not expect efficient decision methods for the whole class of MMCGs. 6 It could be
that the decision problem for the languages define by real MMCG grammars for human languages is efficiently solved, but then the linguists’ interest is aroused: what explains the fact
that real examples have reasonable complexity? It could be that human language processing uses general principles that would extend to any definable set, but a more Chomskian
5

The claim that human languages are definable by these grammars is challenged by Michaelis and Kracht
1996, on the basis of an argument that Old Georgian is not semilinear.
6
See [44] and [39].
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assumption would be that the good average-case complexity of real examples from human
languages is due, at least in part, to special properties of human languages (universals), so
that we do not need the full power of MMCGs parsing to handle human languages.
This Chomskian expectation can be realized in resource-logical settings as well as any
other. The axioms proposed by Cornell [20] to realize movement implement the asymmetries of the transformational account, as do the axioms considered by Vermaat [97], and
we see similar asymmetries even in the less traditional proposals of Lecomte [55] and [57].
In these works, categorial grammar is a framework in which universals can be expressed,
and it is natural to expect that at least some of the special properties that human languages
actually correspond to special properties of human language acquisition and processing.
A more extreme nativism is often assumed. It could be that, not only do human languages have special properties, but the range of real grammatical variation is finitely bounded. The classic results of Gold [36] guarantee learnability in the limit from examples (“positive texts”) in this idealized situation, but getting to a more realistic learner is surprisingly
interesting even here. The finiteness assumption is difficult to defend empirically given our
current state of understanding about what is possible in human languages, but the study the
acquisition problem for finite sets of languages has led to some insights.
The acquisition models of Kanazawa [45], Tellier [90], Fulop [29] and others in the
categorial tradition yield learnability results without the finiteness assumption, but they are
idealized in other respects. Kanazawa establishes learnability of -rigid grammars from
strings. Tellier and Fulop notice that the -rigidity assumption can be relaxed if the data available to the learner includes not only strings but also “meaning recipes,” using the
correspondence between semantic representations and syntactic derivations that is so transparent in the resource logical framework. These assumptions about the data available to the
learner are still unrealistic, but this work moves in the right direction in abandoning the assumption of a finite range of linguistic variation and in using semantic cues — a restricted
implementation of principles advocated in [71, 35]. All of these learning models rely on
the categorial unification strategy of [11]; unification appears to be quite a general tool for
grammatical inference [68].
Reflecting again on the previous section, one troubling aspect of the four points of
convergence listed on page 4 is that they are purely “metatheoretical” in the sense that, even
if we grant that all four points are correct, they apparently tell us nothing significant about
human languages. That is, any definable set can be defined in a way that conforms to these
four points. As linguists, our interest really needs to be claims about human languages that
might be false, claims that are not merely expressions of our preferences about formalisms.
So for linguists, the interest of the convergence needs to be that it gets us to interesting,
possibly false claims about the languages we actually speak: the claim that human languages
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are defined by asymmetric mechanisms like those described by Cornell [20], Lecomte [55],
Vermaat [97], or the claim that all human languages are definable by minimalist grammars.

5 Semantics in resource logics and minimalism
Semantics is sometimes left out of consideration in transformational syntax (but see, e.g.
Larson [53], Heim and Kratzer [37], Szabolcsi [89]). Semantic proposals in the categorial
tradition are explicit and natural, since they can be based on a Curry-Howard correspondence between derivations and semantic values. The implications of this idea for treatments
of movement are rather carefully considered by Cornell [21] and Vermaat [97]. Vermaat argues that while movement can be handled syntactically in MMCG with structural postulates,
we can get a natural semantic treatment by treating movement as involving the abstraction
step of hypothetical reasoning. Cornell argues that we can get appropriate treatments either
way.
Theoretical proposals inspired by comparisons and syntheses from the traditions of resource logic and minimalist grammar are a welcome result of the convergence on some
fundamental assumptions. A number of these are presented in this workshop.

6 Problems for resource logics and minimalism
6.1 Functional categories
The proposals of Chomsky [14] and the literature that closely follows it involve a number
of “inelegant” complexities. One is that certain functional categories serve only to hold
triggers for movement, such as the Agr nodes. This prompts Chomsky [14] to consider how
these functional categories could be eliminated. Lecomte [55] considers the more radical
idea that all functional categories can be eliminated, including Neg, C, T. This idea is also
mentioned in [97]. These resource-logical approaches provide a different and perhaps more
natural perspective on how movements can be triggered at positions there is no pronounced
form.

6.2 Asymmetries, chains and islands
In most minimalist proposals, feature checking is asymmetric in the sense that the checking
feature and the checked feature are not both deleted [14, 17]. Cornell [22] takes some first
steps toward implementing analyses like these in a resource logical framework, but the need
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for these asymmetries and for the visibility of deleted elements might also signal that we do
not found the right framework.
A careful consideration of any of the prominent chain-based accounts of restrictions
on movements will make this worry serious. For example, Kayne [46] proposes that the
licensing of wh-elements in multiple-wh constructions has certain special properties: one
dependency is involved in licensing another. In rather different sorts of proposals, Brody [9,
§2] and Richards [81] agree with Kayne’s basic idea. Consider the following examples:



! !

1. * what do you wonder who bought
2. who
3.

4.

! !

?

wonders who bought what ?

! !

wonders
 who bought what ?

(a)

who

(b)

(what ) who

wonders who bought


?

(a) * Koja kniga razprostranjavaše žurnalistât [mâlvata če senatorât iska
da
the-journalist the-rumor that the-senator wanted to
which book spread
zabrani ]?
ban






(b) Koj žurnalist koja kniga
which journalist which book
da zabrani ]?
to ban








razprostranjavaše [mâlvata če senatorât iska
spread
the-rumor that the-senator wanted





The first two examples show that the long overt movement of what out of an embedded
wh-clause is not possible in English. How is this to be blocked? If the WH feature is not
deleted from the complementizer of the embedded clause, then an elaborated version of the
SMC might suffice. However, the example in (3a) seems to allow a reading in which what
has wide scope. If this wide scope reading is due to moving the what covertly to a higher
position, then this means that long covert extraction is possible where long overt extraction
is not. Richards [81] notices, though, that in the Bulgarian examples (4), the same effect
shows up in overt syntax: it is possible to move the embedded WH element to the matrix
position, but only if there is another WH element there too. To account for this, Richards
defends a “minimal compliance” principle which says, roughly, that the long movement of
the embedded WH element is possible if the landing site has “already respected” once in its
relation with another WH element.
The interesting thing about this proposal is that the proposed constraint on movement
depends on other movement relations in a way that is not going to be detectable by examining the features of the (heads of the) related positions, even in rather complex grammars
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with asymmetric feature checking of the sort sketched above. This kind of complexity
plagues many of the proposals in the minimalist tradition, and it could signal that a resource
logical treatment may not be the most revealing one.
If we think of the derivation as a graph in which the movement relations are represented by arcs connecting the related nodes, then we have something like what linguist’s call
“chains” – a representation of the history of the derivational steps, and rather rich graphtheoretic constraints on movements can be stated on these structures, constraints which are
sometimes impossible to define on the simpler tree structures in which derivational history is not always determinable. These structures with “chains” are also reminiscent of the
“proof nets” used in resource logic. Basically a proof net consists of the subformula tree of
the proved formula together with arcs matching one propositional variable to its dual. Not
all such objects are proofs, but only the ones satisfying a global criterion [76, 80].

6.3 Trans-derivational economy
The global constraints on proof nets are also reminiscent of the constraints on syntactic
derivations which require that a derivation be the “shortest” or most “economical” in some
specific sense. It is these constraints, rather than a general attention to resources, which
motivate linguists to think of a derivation as beginning with a “numeration” or multiset
of lexical items. One looks for the most economical derivation of structures from each
particular numeration. This requirement differs from the usual constraints on proof nets,
but analogs of this requirement could perfectly well be imposed.
The use of graph-theoretic constraints of these kinds will sometimes be compatible with
resource logical treatments of the familiar kinds, but it could also happen that the acceptable
graphs do not correspond to any finitely axiomatizable resource logic [76].

6.4 Interfaces with phonetic and morphological forms
Notice that while resource-sensitivity is entirely natural in syntax because the most basic
dependencies are unique binary relations, things seem to be rather different in phonology
and morphology where “spreading” and “blocking” phenomena are familiar. For example,
in some languages, affixes are pronounced at the ends of words, but some languages have
principles that block this placement with the result that the affix appears near the edge of the
word. Prince and Smolensky [74] use the example of the Tagalog prefix um- which appears
as a prefix except where its consonant would be syllabified as a coda:
u.mi.yák
‘cry’
um+iyák
um+káin
ku.má.in
‘eat’
um+gradwet
gru.mad.wed ‘graduate’
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To account for such phenomena, “optimality theory” (OT) assumes that the “rules” or “constraints” of phonology and morphology are violable. In this framework, it will often be impossible to satisfy all constraints, but the structures that do the best, the “optimal” structures,
are the grammatical ones. This kind of account has been extended to templatic morphology
[59, 16, 7], and the computation of optimal structures is elegantly formalized as a finite sequence of operations on finite automata (intersections of weighted automata and pruning of
sub-optimal paths) [28, 27, 8]. For grammatical formalisms that allow intersection with finite automata, this kind of reasoning could be integrated with syntax by intersecting a finite
transducer with the syntax7 In this workshop, we will see a different account of templatic
morphology that is interesting since it extends minimality-theory-like mechanisms to a domain where it is far from clear that the basic elements of resource logical approaches are up
to the task.

7 Conclusion
Several discussions took place during the workshop. We briefly mention some of the topics
that came up.
One of the questions that was addressed concerns the logical view of categorial grammars, that is, resource logics. It seems to presuppose that linguistic processing relies on
a deductive mechanism. Even if these logics are quite far from classical or intuitionistic
logic, which concern truth and deduction, it is not clear whether this assumption is sound.
It is well-known that reasoning and language processing are quite separate processes: one
person can be very good at one task and disabled at the other. It could be similarly that
a general reasoning system for language is quite different from task-specific devices that
compute special linguistic functions. Under this assumption, a logical model relying on
formal deduction would simply be unrealistic from a psycholinguistic viewpoint – although
it still may still be useful for understanding linguistic claims, assessing the complexity of
structures, etc.
More precise, related questions were also discussed. For instance, is hypothetical reasoning really needed? Although it is desirable from a logical viewpoint, and used in the
Lambek tradition, there is no evidence for it real necessity if one wants to be as economical
as possible: the hypotheses introduced and then discharged are, perhaps, not very appealing
from a psycholinguistic viewpoint. And it is clear that a lot can be achieved without it, as
in combinatory categorial grammar.
7

Cf. [52, 70]. Adapting results from [98, 99], [84] shows that multiple context free grammars are closed
under intersection with finite automata, and the construction is really quite simple.
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Still more precise, the interest of classical systems has been questioned, and although
there is no clear evidence of its need, symmetric interaction is appealing for some linguistic constructions, and the possibility to have two negations may be useful to express, for
instance, which of the two merged phrases is the head of the compound.
Another general question that was addressed is the status of functional categories and
the features that trigger movement. Should empty functional categories be allowed? They
are unnatural with respect to the standard string semantics interpretation of non-commutative
logics, but cross linguistic variation suggests that they are categories as others, since what
can be expressed “overtly” in one language may be achieved in other languages without
any pronounced counterpart. It is possible to represent covert categories by modes of composition in a multimodal framework, but then it is less clear how to express the universal
properties of human languages: the logic depends on these unpronounced features, and it is
difficult to delimit the part of the logic/computational system which is needed for language
processing.
Finally, the choice of the logical formalism has importance. The structure of sequent
calculus proofs does not make syntactic structure perspicuous. Many linguists seem to
prefer natural deduction, which explicitly captures the tree-like constituent structure. Proofnets should be also considered; indeed they are which are more or less the same as natural
deduction proofs for intuitionistic calculi that are commonly used, but they are a bit more
canonical, making tighter the connection between the proof and the syntactic analysis.
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